ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a new learning architecture named cosine activation in a compact network (CACN). The CACN is derived from kernel approximation and establishes a nonlinear hidden layer with the cosine activation function. By inheriting fusion ability in kernel approximation while learning parameters in a supervised way, the CACN is a well-directed solution to scene classification. By seamlessly connecting with convolutional neural networks (CNNs), it is easy to construct an end-to-end network. To compensate for the loss of spatial layout information in CNNs, the CACN is further combined with spatial pyramid matching to fuse various information into one holistic picture. The experiments on the MIT indoor and SUN397 datasets show that the CACN delivers high performance and demonstrates its great effectiveness for scene-classification tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Generalized scene classification can be applied in multimedia on enhanced audio [1] , preprocessed video and denoised image signals [2] , [3] . In our paper, we focus on categorizing scene information into a discrete set of semantic classes according to the content of images, which is crucial to image browsing, retrieval, understanding [4] and so on. Additionally, scene classification has significant meaning for many new applications such as autonomous driving [5] , augmented reality [6] , or geolocalizing archival imagery [7] . With the increasing scale size and category species of open sceneclassification datasets such as MIT indoor [8] , SUN397 [9] and Places [10] , the scene-classification task is much closer to real applications. In fact, in these datasets, it is a challenge to achieve better performance for automatically distinguishing scene information, even though it is easy for human beings at only one glance.
Although a great amount of research has been conducted on robust scene representation, scene classification still remains extremely challenging for the varying appearance of the same place and similar-looking scene environments, which is especially worse when it comes to unconstrained datasets in the wild.
In recent years, many studies on scene classification have been discussed from hand-crafted features [11] 
to semantic
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descriptors [12] , deep learning [13] , graph structure learning [14] and the refined scene model [10] .
For hand-crafted features, many studies follow the bagof-words (BoW)/vector of locally aggregated descriptor (VLAD)/Fisher vector (FV) structure, which represents an image as an orderless collection of local descriptors. The major difference among these features lies in the approach to dealing assignments. In BoW, each assignment only adds the number related to the special cluster to obtain the histogram, while in VLAD and the Fisher vector, the assignments compute the residual vector of each local descriptor with a hard assignment and soft assignment, respectively [15] . Whether in BoW or VLAD/FV, the assignments compute the aggregation descriptor without considering spatial information by counting the number or summing the residual vector. Although the above frameworks in BoW or VLAD/FV demonstrate impressive performance, they have limited descriptive ability in scene classification for the loss of spatial layout information. To recompense this shortcoming, [16] combines spatial pyramid matching with the bag-of-words model.
From the way of human thinking, it is reasonable to recognize each object from the background, analyze the relations among different objects and then provide the context of scene information. Unfortunately, building effective structural object descriptions is quite challenging, especially with great variance in objects from within the same scene category and with large viewpoint changes. Despite research VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ on part models [11] , [17] , deep learning approaches play a major role on imitating the human mind to extract semantic descriptors. [13] learns deep features for scene recognition tasks by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) on the Places dataset, which is viewed as detecting visual concepts from low-level edge/texture to high-level object/scene parts. Furthermore, [10] rebuilds Places-CNNs and compares different deep structures such as AlexNet, GoogLeNet, ResNet and VGG, which can reach near-human semantic classification of visual patterns. Despite great progress, the scene-classification task still suffers from some widely acknowledged innate shortcomings. Most approaches treat object classification and scene classification in the same framework, even in PlacesCNNs [10] , which keeps a similar network structure as that of the object-classification task. In fact, iconic images of objects do not contain the richness and diversity of visual information, which pictures of scenes and environments provide. Moreover, spatial layout information is an important clue to scene understanding, which is neglected in the abovementioned deep learning.
In this paper, we propose a new network structure, named cosine activation in a compact network (CACN), and apply it to scene classification. Instead of the traditional activation function in the object-classification task, we adopt cosine activation that can provide an explanation for mixing diverse information in a scene image from the kernel approximation aspect. Moreover, CACN can be combined with CNNs and a spatial pyramid matching (SPM) approach, which can consider transfer learning and spatial layout information simultaneously.
In summary, the contributions of our work can be described by the following three merits: 1) We proposed a new learning architecture named cosine activation in compact network (CACN), the compact structure of which can be easy to combine with other deep networks.
2) CACN can achieve better fusion using a cosine activation function, especially for scene understanding, which has diverse and rich information. When combined with SPM, CACN can further compensate for missing spatial layout information.
3) CACN can be efficiently trained via alternating optimization based on stochastic gradient descent, which is suitable for large datasets.
CACN has been extensively evaluated on two challenging scene datasets, MIT indoor and SUN 397. The experimental results have shown that CACN achieves state-of-the-art performance, which demonstrates its great effectiveness for scene classification.
II. RELATED WORK
We review the representative work to briefly show the historical progress of scene classification in the last decade. Due to the space limit, we summarize the related work from hand-crafted descriptors to deep learning aspects.
In earlier work, a holistic descriptor such as the gradientbased GIST feature [18] was applied to scene classification. With proof of the advantage of a local descriptor, BoW/VLAD/FV combined with SIFT is applied to recognize scene information [16] . By analyzing the relation between part of a picture and an entire picture, [19] , [20] holistic scene information based on object clues is understood; clues include regions, locations, classes and spatial layouts. Furthermore, [12] , [21] adopts a high-level image representation, called the object bank, to extract semantic information about a scene. An image is represented as a scale-invariant response map of a large number of pretrained generic object detectors.
However, hand-crafted methods are labor-intensive and limited by designer ingenuity and prior knowledge. Recently, CNNs have demonstrated recognition accuracy better than or comparable to humans in several visual recognition tasks, including recognizing traffic signs [22] , faces [23] , handwritten digits [24] , and ImageNet Classification [25] .
Although many works on scene classification still use generic CNN features in a rudimentary manner, some special studies aim to build particular networks for scene classification. [26] proposed deep discriminative and shareable feature learning (DDSFL) to hierarchically learn feature transformation filter banks, which transform raw pixel image patches into features. [27] first used a region proposal technique to generate a set of high-quality patches, potentially containing objects, applied pretrained CNNs to extract generic deep features from these patches, and finally performed both unsupervised and weakly supervised learning to screen these patches and discover discriminative patches that represent category-specific objects and parts. [28] combines a mixture of factor analyzers and the Fisher vector (MFA-FV), which builds MFAFVNet by further adding a MFA-FV layer on the CNNs.
With the limitation of the scale of the dataset, the above approaches borrow the idea of transfer learning and refine the model parameter based on the original ones. [10] , [13] totally learn the new model on the Place dataset, which significantly improves the system performance.
III. CACN: FROM STRUCTURE TO THEORY A. FOURIER FEATURE EMBEDDING
Kernel approaches are powerful to handle the nonlinear relationship embedded in the dataset by φ(·) to map the lowdimensional feature space into a high-dimensional or even infinite-dimensional feature space. Since κ(x 1 , x 2 ) =< φ(x 1 ), φ(x 2 ) >, in most cases, there is no need to explicitly define the mapping function φ(·). Relying on the implicit lifting provided by the kernel trick, reasonable performance for most tasks is ensured.
With increasing dataset scale and considering calculation complexity, explicitly mapping the data is desired for a lowdimensional Euclidean inner product space using a randomized feature map as (·).
Unlike kernel lifting φ(·), (·) is low-dimensional. Thus, we can simply map the input with (·) to a lower-dimensional space and then apply fast linear learning methods to approximate the answer of the corresponding nonlinear kernel machine.
Kernel approximation aims to find explicit (·). By combining the Bochner theorem [29] and the property of the shift-invariant kernel in Eq. (2), we can obtain one kernel approximation function as ξ ω (x).
where
and
The random Fourier features in Eq. (5) have been successfully used to approximate different types of stationary kernels [30] , [31] . However, the great potential of kernel approximation remains largely unexplored. In most existing kernel approximation methods, parameters
are randomly extracted as i.i.d. samples from probability distribution [32] or by the Monte Carlo sampling method [33] . When sampling is independent of the data, it usually requires high-dimensional feature maps to achieve kernel approximation with satisfactory performance [30] . In addition, kernels that are well-approximated do not necessarily ensure high performance without considering the discriminability among different classes.
In CACN, we construct a compact network structure with a cosine activation function, which can treat unknown parameters as weights in neural networks. Then, the weights are learned in a supervised way to promise discriminability.
B. CACN: COSINE ACTIVATION IN A COMPACT NETWORK 1) STRUCTURE OF CACN
The structure of CACN is shown in the right part of Fig. 1 , which is a compact network composed of a nonlinear map from an input-to-hidden layer and a nonlinear map from a hidden-to-output layer.
The input layer can be a pixel in the original image or a deep feature from other networks such as CNNs. The hidden layer with the cosine activation function uses nonlinear map inputs to the hidden layer to disentangle the complicated nonlinear relationships between image/deep features and classification labels. With a sparsity constraint, feature selection can be simultaneously accomplished to choose the most relevant representations from the input layer.
For the second nonlinear map reflecting hidden-to-output correlations, we add a low-rank constraint that is successful in image classification [34] . Additionally, the low-rank constraint achieves robustness by removing specifically structured representation errors from hidden space [35] .
2) OPTIMIZATION OF CACN
We derive CACN from the general formula as follows:
where W ∈ R D×d with D and d being the unit number of hidden layer and the input layer, respectively. S ∈ R Q×D with Q as the unit number of the output layer, i.e., class number. x i is the input sample, while y i is the corresponding output.
As shown in Fig. 1 , suppose that z i is the hidden layer output; then, the predicted outputŷ i is as follows:
where 1 Q means vector of all 1, with length Q, and T is transposition. Furthermore, z i is
The unknown parameters in the f and g functions can be learned in a general regularized optimization framework, where y i ∈ R Q×1 is one-hot label vector of sample i. Then, the objective function can be written as
N is the number of training samples; g (W ) and f (S) are regularization terms. L is the loss function, and the crossentropy loss function is adopted, as shown in Eq. (10).
For the first regularization term, by imposing sparsity constraints on W , it can achieve feature selection from highdimensional inputs. We adopt the l 2,1 norm on W as
||A|| 2,1 is defined as i j A 2 i,j , where A i,j is the element in the i-th row and the j-th column.
For the second regularization term, the constraint is
||S|| * is the nuclear norm, which enforces the low-rank property, while ||S|| F is the Frobenius norm constraint that induces a linear shrinkage on the matrix entries for reasons of solution stability to avoid overfitting [36] .
Substituting Eq. (10), (11), and (12) into Eq. (9), we can obtain a single optimization framework for W and S. We adopt alternating optimization to solve W and S based on gradient descent by fixing one to solve the other.
• Optimization S fixing W Let J 1 , J 2 and J 3 denote each term in Eq. (9), and take a derivative with respect to S as follows.
where bias b in Eq. (8) is neglected and denotes the Hadamard product.
Similarly,
where the singular value decomposition of S is U V ,Û = U (:, 1 : D) ). For the second term J 2 , the partial derivative is zero. Thus, S is updated by the gradient computed in Eqs. (13) and (14) with the learning rate η s as follows.
• Optimization W fixing S Sample a minibatch of m examples from the training set {x 1 , · · · , x m };
4:
Set t 1 = 1, t 2 = 1 5:
Set g s = 0
7:
for k = 1 to m do 8: compute gradient estimate: g s ← g s + ∂J ∂S according to (13) and (14). 9: end for 10: Update S t+1 by gradient descent by S t+1 = S t − η s g s ; 11 :
until Unchanged loss or t 1 > ite. 13: repeat 14: Set g w = 0; 15: for k = 1 to m do 16: compute gradient estimate: g w ← g w + ∂J ∂W according to (16) and (17 until Unchanged loss or t 2 > ite. 21: t ← t + 1; 22: until Convergence.
Similarly, the second partial derivative term is
where w i denotes the i-th column in W . Then, W is updated by the gradient computed in Eqs. (16) and (17) with a learning rate η w as follows.
Learning rates η s and η w are adaptively determined by the backtracking line search algorithm.
In real applications, stochastic gradient descent is adopted for updating W and S alternatively, which is described in Algorithm 1. The insight of stochastic gradient descent is that the gradient is an expectation. The expectation may be approximately estimated using a small set of samples. Specifically, on each step of the algorithm, we can sample a minibatch of examples drawn uniformly from the training set. 
C. CACN COMBINED WITH CNNS
The proposed CACN can be expended in many ways. In this part, we combine it with a traditional CNN model, such as the VGG model shown in Fig. 1 . CNNs are composed by several convolution layers plus pooling and fully connected (FC) layers. In our CACN, the input layer can be directly connected with any FC layer that keeps the same unit number as FC.
By connecting to CNNs, CACN can easily be used to build an end-to-end network, where the input is the original image, and the output is the label information. As for parameter learning, one way is to refine the parameters of both CNNs and CACN on the training data. The other method is to only update CACN parameters while maintaining unchanged parameters for CNN, which borrows the idea of transfer learning. By maintaining the CNN parameters learned from other tasks, such as VGG for object classification, which is learned by ImageNet, consisting of more than 14M images of 22K concepts, the knowledge extracted from the objectclassification task can be transferred to a new task, such as scene classification here.
D. CACN COMBINED WITH SPATIAL PYRAMID 1) METHODOLOGY OF COMBINATION
Before deep learning was so prevalent, VLAD and the Fisher vector plus local descriptors were popular frameworks for feature extraction. These frameworks allow for the precise matching of two collections of local descriptors in a high-dimensional space but discard all spatial information. Compared with hand-crafted descriptors, deeply learned descriptors can capture image characteristics from human visual understanding systems. However, traditional CNNs pay close attention to holistic structures while lacking the spatial information.
In fact, spatial layouts play a crucial clue in discriminative representation, especially for scene-classification tasks. To reveal spatial coherence, we include the spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [16] , [37] idea in our CACN structure, which is shown in Fig. 2 .
Three different granularities are adopted in SPM, and the entire image is divided into {1, 4, 16} grids separately. Each grid is fed into the CNN, which is the VGG-16 model prelearned by ImageNet. The descriptions of all grids by a fully connected layer are fused by CACN.
Considering the limitations of the dataset scale, we only update the parameters in CACN while keeping the CNN part unchanged. By the fully connected (FC) layer, which has 4096 dimensions, CACN is linked to the CNN, as shown in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the descriptor of each grid i on each level l in spatial pyramid is the Z-score standardization along the dimensions before being fed into CACN.
where d is the dimension index, and µ x l (i) and σ x l (i) are the mean and variance along the dimensions, respectively.
2) DEEP COMBINATION ANALYSIS Fig. 3 shows an equivalent structure of CACN. The left part in Fig. 3 is composed of two layers including the fcos layer and the softmax layer. The softmax layer only acts as a classifier in the scene-classification task, while the fcos layer conducts a combination of different branches by the kernel approximation approach. After the fcos layer, all branches are cascaded together and fed into the softmax layer. However, in the right part of Fig. 3 , an additional layer, fsum, is added with no bias (in blue color), keeping the same neuron number as D, which shows the same results as the left part.
• Parameter sharing By sharing the W 1 matrix, the number of unknown parameters can be reduced. Additionally, keeping the same mapping function from each grid descriptor (original image descriptor for l = 1), that is, input layer x in Fig. 3 , to the fcos layer is a reasonable strategy. Thus, each input branch is treated with the same significance.
For all i and l, the mapping results arê
• Equivalence proof As shown in the left part in Fig. 3 , y can be written as
However, as shown in the right part of Fig. 3 , y can be written in another way, such as
. . . where N = L l=1 2 l−1 . It is easy to draw the conclusion that Eq. (22) keeps the same form as Eq. (21).
If we neglect the bias term, then Eq. (22) can be simplified as
• Kernel aspect explanation In fact, kernel-based fusion offers a flexible solution, even if the source data have different modalities. There are two reasons for the better fusion ability. One reason is that even for data with different modalities, they can keep a similar kernel matrix structure in the kernel space. The other reason is that after weighted summing and multiplication operation, the kernel still keeps a positive definite condition. The following part exhibits that the entire combination procedure from different spatial grids is essentially a weighted summing operation.
Suppose that x 1 and x 2 represent whole descriptors of two scene images, which cover a different level and grid, that is,
In the original spatial pyramid match approach, the kernel matrix is directly combined over grid and over level. If the κ(x l 1 (i), x l 2 (i)) is the inner product, then the entire kernel is
By Eq. (23), we can obtain the follow relation:
It can be seen that after network combination, the kernel element relations are modified from two aspects. One aspect is the function, which is a cosine function, as shown in Eq. (5) . By the function, it is easy to understand the combination of different level and grid information from the kernel approximation aspect. The other aspect is the effect of the WW T term in Eq. (26) . It is viewed as the weight summing operation of different levels and grids, which is learned in a supervised way.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We conduct extensive experiments on two widely used benchmark datasets for scene recognition. We also compare two state-of-the-art methods to show the effectiveness of the proposed CACN for scene classification.
A. DATASETS AND SETTING
We report the results on two publicly available datasets, MIT Indoor and SUN 397. The training and test separation follows the original setting in each dataset, and for SUN 397, the final results are achieved by 50 training images for each category. Moreover, the CNN + CACN model in the following tables is achieved by keeping CNNs from the VGG model unchanged before the fully connected layer (fc8) and connected with CACN with the parameters trained by a new dataset.
ite in Algorithm 1 is set as 20. The hyperparameters (λ, β) are determined by five-fold cross-validation on the training set. Specifically, λ and β are obtained by fixing one to tune the other, and the searching grids are set to 10 [−6:1:1] .
• MIT Indoor [8] The MIT Indoor dataset focuses on indoor scene categories. It includes five large categories including store, home, public spaces, leisure and working place, where each category contains many subclasses such as class, hospital, etc. in the working space. The total number of categories is 67. The images in the dataset were collected from the following different sources: online image search tools (Google and Altavista), online photo sharing sites (Flickr) and the LabelMe dataset. The database contains 15,620 images, and all images have a minimum resolution of 200 pixels for the smallest axis.
• SUN 397 [9] The SUN (Scene UNderstanding) 397 dataset contains approximately 100,000 images of 397 categories. For each scene category, images were retrieved using WordNet terminology from various search engines on the web [38] . Only color images of 200 × 200 pixels or larger were kept. Each image was examined to confirm whether or not it fit a detailed, verbal definition for its category. For similar scene categories (e.g., 'abbey', 'church', and 'cathedral'), explicit rules were formed to avoid overlapping definitions.
B. PERFORMANCE ON MIT INDOOR AND SUN 397
We first verify the performance with different D values on two datasets when CACN is combined with CNNs, as shown in Fig. 1 . Moreover, we provide the comparison in terms of CNNs, CACN with CNNs and CACN with CNNs plus SPM. Fig. 4 draws the performances on SUN 397 and MIT Indoor with different D values such as 800, 1000, and 1500. It can be seen that with the increasing iteration number (t in Algorithm 1), the performances with different D values appear with a fluctuant tendency, and the peaks of each curve are labeled in Fig. 4 . From this figure, we can observe that for both SUN 397 and MIT Indoor, the best performance is achieved with D = 1000. In the following experiments, we keep the value of D unchanged.
The intuitive predicted results by CACN on two datasets are illustrated in Table 1 . Since we keep the CNN part unchanged and feed fc8 (4096 dimensions) in VGG as the input to our CACN, we list the performance of fc8 as the descriptor and SVM as the classifier in the first row of each dataset. By rationally selecting the SVM parameter, it can be seen that we can achieve reasonable performance for scene classification, even when keeping the original VGG parameters unchanged, which are learned from ImageNet in the object-classification task. This approach reveals the relations between object and scene, namely, object information plays an important role in understanding the scene category.
The second and third rows in each dataset provide the performance between RELU and the cosine activation function, where the structure is as shown in Fig. 1 . CACN and the additional layer with RELU are directly connected to CNNs, whose parameters remain fixed, as learned in the original VGG. It is illustrated that CACN plus CNNs consistently outperforms CNNs only and CNNs with an additional RELU layer. For the SUN 397 dataset, which is a challenging dataset with large appearance variations, CACN can boost the performance by approximately 5% percent and 4% percent enhancements, respectively, compared to CNNs and CNNs with an additional RELU layer. On the MIT Indoor dataset, the improvements are over 12% percent and 10% percent compared with the above two cases, which proves the advantage of the proposed CACN.
When compensating for spatial layout information by SPM, the system performance can be further strengthened, as shown in the third row of each dataset in Table 1 . Compared with the original VGG model, there are great improvements when combined with SPM, which indicates that traditional CNNs are not very suitable for scene classification. The main reason is that the spatial aggregation performed by pooling layers in a CNN is too simple and does not retain much information about the local feature distributions. Meanwhile, it is also demonstrated that SPM can successfully handle the spatial layout information of each scene image. Additionally, in virtue of the cosine activation function taken from kernel approximation, each piece of grid information in SPM can be excellent when combined with one another, which is the key to performance boosting.
It is worth mentioning that Fig. 2 is an end-to-end model, and in the case of a training dataset with appropriate coverage (quasi-exhaustive representation of classes and variety of examples) and density (sufficient samples to cover the diversity of each class), we can apply a unified objective function to optimize all parameters at one step, which will enhance the performance on a later step.
C. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
A comparison on SUN 397 of our proposed approach with other leading representations derived from CNNs is shown in Table 2 , which also includes a hand-crafted representation such as the SIFT plus Fisher vector [46] . It can be seen that compared with deep model representation, the hand-crafted descriptor shows its weakness for extracting deep semantic information, which induces poor performance. For deep representation, Table 2 lists the performance on different deep CNN structures including public structure such as Alexnet and VGG-16, where no special label indicates private structures. It can be seen that the proposed approach's performance on SUN 397 is substantially competitive to that of the stateof-the-art algorithms; however, the performance is not as good as demonstrated in [42] - [44] . WA-CNN in [43] 'grows' the brain by CNNs with wider developmental transfer layers, which exhibit better fusion capability from old knowledge to a new condition. MFA-FS in [42] outperforms our approach by capturing the second-order statistics of CNN feature space. However, in [44] , the major reason for such great performance lies in the application of the Place dataset [10] .
For the MIT Indoor dataset, we omit the hand-crafted descriptor and only provide the performance on the deep model, as shown in Table 3 . Our approach outperforms most methods listed in Table 3 with the layout information captured by the spatial pyramid and kernel combination from the cosine activation function, which are both easily fused with transitional CNNs.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented cosine activation in a compact network (CACN) and two kinds of extensions in scene classification. CACN accomplishes information fusing by a cosine activation function, which provides an excellent explanation from the kernel approximation perspective. Furthermore, CACN can be connected with CNNs to build an end-to-end network that directly trains all parameters from the original image. Additionally, to combine the strengths of neural networks for nonlinear learning ability and spatial layout information, CACN together with SPM is proposed for scene classification. In fact, it can be easy to apply in information fusion, especially when information comes from different sources.
The great effectiveness of CACN has been demonstrated by experiments on two datasets, MIT Indoor and SUN 397, for scene classification. CACN achieves high performance and outperforms most state-of-the-art algorithms, which verifies the capability of CACN for scene classification. In addition, CACN is highly generalized and ready for use in a broad range of recognition tasks. 
